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Infinite	Precalculus	covers	all	typical	Precalculus	material	and	more:	trigonometric	functions,	equations,	and	identities;	parametric	equations;	polar	coordinates;	vectors;	limits;	and	more.	Over	100	individual	topics	extend	skills	from	Algebra	2	and	introduce	Calculus.	Extrema,	intervals	of	increase	and	decrease	Transformations	of	graphs	Graphs,	real
zeros,	and	end	behavior	of	polynomial	functions	Dividing	polynomial	functions	The	Remainder	Theorem	and	bounds	of	real	zeros	Writing	polynomial	functions	and	conjugate	roots	Complex	zeros	and	The	Fundamental	Theorem	of	Algebra	Graphs	of	rational	functions	Graphing	exponential	functions	Exponential	equations	not	requiring	logarithms
Logarithms	and	exponents	as	inverses	Writing	logs	in	terms	of	others	Exponential	equations	requiring	logarithms	Logarithmic	equations,	simple	Logarithmic	equations,	hard	Graphing	logarithmic	functions	Right	triangle	trig:	Finding	ratios	Right	triangle	trig:	Finding	angles	and	sides	Trig	functions	of	any	angle	Equations	with	factoring	and
fundamental	identities	Sum	and	Difference	Identities	Multiple-Angle	Identities	Product-to-Sum	Identities	Equations	and	Multiple-Angle	Identities	Area	and	Laws	of	Sines	and	Cosines	Graphs	of	polar	equations	Polar	and	rectangular	forms	of	equations	Polar	forms	of	conic	section	Complex	numbers	in	polar	form	Points	in	three	dimensions	Multivariable
linear	systems	and	row	operations	Partial	fraction	decomposition	Parabolas,	graphing	&	properties	Parabolas,	writing	equations	Circles,	graphing	&	properties	Circles,	writing	equations	Ellipses,	graphing	&	properties	Ellipses,	writing	equations	Hyperbolas,	graphing	&	properties	Hyperbolas,	writing	equations	Rotations	of	conic	sections	Sample
spaces	and	The	Fundamental	Counting	Principle	Permutations	vs	combinations	Probability	of	independent	and	dependent	events,	word	problems	Probability	of	independent	and	dependent	events	Probability	of	mutually	exclusive	events,	word	problems	Probability	of	mutually	exclusive	events	Probability	with	permutations	and	combinations	Arithmetic
and	geometric	mean	Limits	by	direct	evaluation	Limits	at	kinks	and	jumps	Limits	at	removable	discontinuities	Limits	at	essential	discontinuities	Definition	of	the	derivative	Instantaneous	rates	of	change	Power	rule	for	differentiation	Approximating	area	under	a	curve	Area	under	a	curve	by	limit	of	sums	Show	Mobile	Notice	Show	All	Notes	Hide	All
Notes	Mobile	Notice	You	appear	to	be	on	a	device	with	a	"narrow"	screen	width	(i.e.	you	are	probably	on	a	mobile	phone).	Due	to	the	nature	of	the	mathematics	on	this	site	it	is	best	views	in	landscape	mode.	If	your	device	is	not	in	landscape	mode	many	of	the	equations	will	run	off	the	side	of	your	device	(should	be	able	to	scroll	to	see	them)	and	some
of	the	menu	items	will	be	cut	off	due	to	the	narrow	screen	width.	The	graph	of	\(f\left(	x	\right)\)	is	given	below.	Based	on	this	graph	determine	where	the	function	is	discontinuous.	Solution	The	graph	of	\(f\left(	x	\right)\)	is	given	below.	Based	on	this	graph	determine	where	the	function	is	discontinuous.	Solution	For	problems	3	–	7	using	only
Properties	1	–	9	from	the	Limit	Properties	section,	one-sided	limit	properties	(if	needed)	and	the	definition	of	continuity	determine	if	the	given	function	is	continuous	or	discontinuous	at	the	indicated	points.	\(\displaystyle	f\left(	x	\right)	=	\frac{{4x	+	5}}{{9	-	3x}}\)	\(x	=	-	1\)	\(x	=	0\)	\(x	=	3\)	Solution	\(\displaystyle	g\left(	z	\right)	=	\frac{6}{{{z^2}
-	3z	-	10}}\)	\(z	=	-	2\)	\(z	=	0\)	\(z	=	5\)	Solution	\(g\left(	x	\right)	=	\left\{	{\begin{array}{rl}{2x}&{x	<	6}\\{x	-	1}&{x	\ge	6}\end{array}}	\right.\)	Solution	\(h\left(	t	\right)	=	\left\{	{\begin{array}{rl}{{t^2}}&{t	<	-	2}\\{t	+	6}&{t	\ge	-	2}\end{array}}	\right.\)	Solution	\(g\left(	x	\right)	=	\left\{	{\begin{array}{rc}{1	-	3x}&{x	<	-	6}\\7&{x	=	-	6}\\
{{x^3}}&{	-	6	<	x	<	1}\\1&{x	=	1}\\{2	-	x}&{x	>	1}\end{array}}	\right.\)	Solution	For	problems	8	–	12	determine	where	the	given	function	is	discontinuous.	\(\displaystyle	f\left(	x	\right)	=	\frac{{{x^2}	-	9}}{{3{x^2}	+	2x	-	8}}\)	Solution	\(\displaystyle	R\left(	t	\right)	=	\frac{{8t}}{{{t^2}	-	9t	-	1}}\)	Solution	\(\displaystyle	h\left(	z	\right)	=
\frac{1}{{2	-	4\cos	\left(	{3z}	\right)}}\)	Solution	\(\displaystyle	y\left(	x	\right)	=	\frac{x}{{7	-	{{\bf{e}}^{2x	+	3}}}}\)	Solution	\(g\left(	x	\right)	=	\tan	\left(	{2x}	\right)\)	Solution	For	problems	13	–	15	use	the	Intermediate	Value	Theorem	to	show	that	the	given	equation	has	at	least	one	solution	in	the	indicated	interval.	Note	that	you	are	NOT
asked	to	find	the	solution	only	show	that	at	least	one	must	exist	in	the	indicated	interval.	\(25	-	8{x^2}	-	{x^3}	=	0\)	on	\(\left[	{	-	2,4}	\right]\)	Solution	\({w^2}	-	4\ln	\left(	{5w	+	2}	\right)	=	0\)	on	\(\left[	{0,4}	\right]\)	Solution	\(4t	+	10{{\bf{e}}^t}	-	{{\bf{e}}^{2t}}	=	0\)	on	\(\left[	{1,3}	\right]\)	Solution	Yahoo	users	found	us	today	by	entering
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